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WHO WE ARE

Origin is an ASX-listed integrated
energy company with diverse operations
spanning the energy supply chain.
In 2017, Origin was listed in LinkedIn’s
Top 20 Companies to work at.
PLAY VIDEO

who we are

BACK TO CONTENTS

Origin has a rich heritage in energy exploration, production,
power generation and retailing. Today, we are the leading
provider of energy to homes and businesses throughout Australia.

Exploring and producing

Generating electricity

Selling energy

Renewable energy

We explore below the land, looking

We use a range of energy sources to

We’re Australia’s leading energy

We provide a range of renewable

for natural gas reserves to develop

make electricity, from traditional fuels

retailer, supplying our customers with

energy options to thousands of

as a future energy source. We’re a

like coal and natural gas, to renewables

electricity and gas. We also generate

Australians. Our growing Australian

leading gas producer for Australian

like the wind and the sun.

electricity which we sell into Australia’s

portfolio includes wind, geothermal,

National Electricity Market.

hydropower and solar technologies.

and international markets.

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More
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who we are

BACK TO CONTENTS

AUSTRALIAN

employees

Shareholders

Market Cap

Established in 2000, Origin is an

Origin has over 6,000 employees

Origin is committed to delivering

Origin has a market capitalisation

Australian owned and operated

working across its Operations,

market leading performance for

of around $16 billion.

company.

Corporate and Retail sectors.

around 160,000 shareholders.

Customers

ASX

Generation

we mean business

Origin has 4.3 million accounts in

Origin is in the top 50 companies

Origin operates one of Australia’s largest

Origin was the first energy company in the

electricity, natural gas and LNG –

listed on the Australian Securities

power generation portfolios with a

world to sign up to all seven initiatives under

more than any provider in Australia.

Exchange.

capacity of approximately 6,000MW.

the global ‘We Mean Business’ coalition.
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OUR PURPOSE

We aspire always to lead. We deliver
today’s energy needs, and we search
and innovate to create tomorrow’s
energy solutions.

meet frank

BACK TO CONTENTS

“When people ask me what’s
most important about Origin,
I think about it in terms of our
people, our customers and our
communities. When it comes to our
people, my first priority is your
safety, your wellbeing and equally
important to me is that you feel
empowered to perform every day.”
Frank Calabria – Origin CEO

PLAY VIDEO
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OUR GRADUATE PROGRAM

We mentor and challenge high potential
students and graduates to help solve
the complex issues facing Australia’s
energy future – from day one.
PLAY VIDEO

origin’s student programs
The 12 week
careertrackers
summer program
provides real
world learning
and networking
opportunities.

BACK TO CONTENTS

With on the job experiences, skills
training and access to mentoring,
these programs will help candidates
develop skills, knowledge and
behaviours that will provide a
platform to launch their careers.

Careertrackers
Having a workforce that is representative of all Australians
is important to Origin, and we want to ensure that
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders are reflected in our
future leadership population. CareerTrackers supports
pre-professional Indigenous university students and links
them with private sector employers to participate in paid
multi-year internships. As a partner of CareerTrackers
since 2015, Origin has committed to taking at least ten
students each year over ten years. The 12 week summer
program provides on-the-job experience and facilitation of
networking opportunities for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Raashi
Graduate

Islander university students, and fosters their transition into
the workforce.
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origin’s student programs
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The Origin Summer Vacation Student Program provides
paid work experiences over a 12 week period occurring
from late November until early February each year.

Vacation program
Students are usually in their penultimate

work at Origin. You are also provided a

year of undergraduate studies within

mentor and buddy as a support network.

the geoscience, engineering and other
related disciplines. Students may seek

Winter Program opportunities might

opportunities to attend and participate

also be available however, this can

in our Graduate Program.

change from year to year. Check our
online careers page for updates.

Throughout the Vacation Program,
students are afforded the opportunity
to learn and develop in various ways
from professional development training
through to on-the-job experiences and
project work.

Students will network within a large
company and work on real time projects
to understand exactly what it’s like to

Throughout the
vacation program,
Students have the
opportunity to work
on real life projects,
and experience what
it’s really like to
work at Origin.
Alex
Graduate
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our graduate program

BACK TO CONTENTS

The Origin Graduate Program is a truly integrated experience,
combining on-the-job learning, role rotations, professional and
technical training, mentoring and unique development opportunities
that will stretch you inside and outside of your core discipline.

a warm welcome

ON-THE-JOB

You will be welcomed and encouraged

During your three year program, you

to ask questions at every opportunity,

will have the opportunity to rotate three

We approach your professional

as a partnership and an important

test our way of thinking and contribute

times, using your core discipline as a base.

development from a holistic view.

part of your learning journey. It is an

from day one. The unique development

We will work together to provide you with

Complimenting your technical training;

opportunity to learn from respected

opportunities at Origin will ensure at

a strong technical foundation but also offer

you will meet as a cohort twice a year

professionals in the industry, who can

the end of your three year program, you

opportunities to rotate outside of your core

and have the opportunity to learn

offer you a different point of view.

will be ready to ‘hit the ground running’.

discipline. In addition to your rotations, you

from internal and external trainers

You will be introduced to a number

will have access to our new and innovative

providing you with world class learning

of Origin employees; you will then

approach to learning – experience maps.

opportunities.

have the opportunity to choose your

professional
development

mentoring
We view the mentoring program

These experience maps showcase real,

mentor: who will assist and guide you

on-the-job learning experiences that enable

through your three year program.

you to increase your breadth and depth of
skills whilst gaining valuable experiences
across a range of areas in Origin.
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MEET YOUR SPONSORS

Our program sponsors will make
sure you get the most out of your
graduate journey.

meet your sponsors

BACK TO CONTENTS

As sponsors of the Origin Graduate
Program, Maia Schweizer and
Emma Brand take a keen interest in
every key milestone and ensure we
are innovative and collaborative in
our approach.

Meet maia

Meet emma

Dr. Maia Schweizer leads the safe operations of our

Emma Brand wears many hats here at Origin.

Australia Pacific LNG and Queensland pipeline assets

She is our graduate steering committee lead, as well

to maximise gas recovery in a way that creates a

as project manager for our geophysical operations.

better place for our people, community, and the land.

Emma is a valuable asset as lead of our Graduate

Maia is the Integrated Gas Leadership Team sponsor

Program; she also mentors a few of our current

of our Graduate Program.

graduates, CareerTracker and Vacation students.

HEAR FROM MAIA

HEAR FROM EMMA
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YOUR LEARNING JOURNEY

You will receive a tailored learning
experience incorporating on-the-job
training, program based learning
options and professional mentorship.

your learning journey

BACK TO CONTENTS
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ROTATION OPTIONS

our graduates are empowered to
work across a variety of roles and
disciplines across the business.

geosciences

BACK TO CONTENTS

“You get a wide
knowledge of the
industry as well as
very good technical
knowledge from
leading experts in
the field.”
Oliver – graduate

At Origin geoscientists play a critical role in finding
and developing hydrocarbon resources to meet energy
demand in Australia and worldwide. In addition to applying
established techniques, our geoscientists pursue innovative
ways to economically develop hydrocarbon resources.
Graduates will gain experience in a range of general and
specialist disciplines in both field and office environments.

geological operations

field development

Geoscientists work to deliver real-

In a field development rotation,

time support of drilling operations

graduates will learn to apply a broad

and ensure efficient and high quality

range of geoscience skills to plan

acquisition of drilling and other

optimal well placements and spacings

evaluation data. In operations,

in Queensland CSG fields, often using

graduates will learn details of drilling

geostatistics and 3D geocellular models

and completion operations, and the

to inform decisions. Geoscientists in

nitty-gritty of what it takes to get a

field development work very closely

well from concept to production.

with reservoir engineers and the
various execution teams needed to
deliver well packages.
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geosciences

exploration & appraisal

BACK TO CONTENTS

Rotations through this team will provide

experts for specialist disciplines in the

graduates with an understanding of

function and work on special projects.

The exploration and appraisal (E&A)

shale gas fundamentals and source rock

team will give graduates insights into

geochemistry, as well as the chance to

exploration workflows in various play

study proterozoic geology in northern

types, as well as experience evaluating

Australia. Graduates could be involved

CSG pilots. The E&A team also tackle

in a variety of activities in a small team

some of Origin’s most technically

setting, helping with well planning,

challenging problems and evaluate new

well completion reports, interpretation

technologies that could make marginal

of core analysis data, or preparing for

resources economic. The majority of

stakeholder engagement events.

geophysical work for Origin is led by the
E&A team, so it is an excellent rotation

geoscience function

and interpretation.

unconventional
exploration
The unconventional exploration team
is leading Origin’s exploration and
appraisal efforts in the Beetaloo Basin
in the Northern Territory.

The hydrogeology group is responsible
for monitoring and interpreting
hydrogeological data from a large
network of monitoring facilities across
Origin’s operations, then managing
the interaction between operations
and the groundwater environment to
minimise impacts. The hydrogeology
team supports both Queensland and

for graduates seeking experience in
seismic data acquisition, processing

hydrogeology

Graduates rotating through the

Northern Territory operations, and

geoscience function will learn about

works on both day-to-day business

subsurface data management,

needs and high-profile projects such as

databases, licensing, and geoscience

the injection of treated CSG water back

software. This rotation is an excellent

into the Great Artesian Basin.

way to get insights to the nuts and
bolts that sit behind a well-functioning
exploration or development business
unit. Graduates will also have the
chance to work with subject matter
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OPERATIONS ENGINEERING

BACK TO CONTENTS

Engineers of many different disciplines play an important role
in Origin Energy’s Integrated Gas operations. Whether they’re
monitoring asset performance and integrity, maintaining safe
and compliant operations, or solving problems and issues,
there is never a dull moment within operations.

facilities engineer

Integrity engineer

Facilities engineers engage with

Working across both aboveground

stakeholders as well as field based

facilities (wellheads, gas processing

personnel to ensure aboveground

facilities and water treatment facilities)

facilities are maintained and operated

and underground assets, integrity

safely. They ensure processes and

engineers are responsible for

systems are optimized, troubleshoot

maintaining the physical condition of

issues, advise of and manage equipment

existing assets through guiding and

upgrades, change outs, as well as

managing inspection campaigns, as well

providing technical advice to field based

as maintaining the compliance of these

personnel from a design and compliance

assets to ensure their reliability and

perspective. They’re traditionally from

safe operation.

either a chemical/process or mechanical
engineering background.

“The opportunity
is there and
people do help.
It’s really cool.”
marita – graduate
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OPERATIONS ENGINEERING

BACK TO CONTENTS

CIVIL Engineer

Electrical/Instrumentation
& Electrical engineer

Whether they’re working with water
treatment ponds, the vast road networks

Electrical/instrumentation and electrical

or other general civil maintenance, civil

engineers maintain and manage the

engineers ensure that our sites are

technical aspects of electrical systems

accessible and maintained appropriately

and equipment within all plant and assets

to allow operators, contractors,

across the business (e.g. transmitters,

landholders and other stakeholders to

alarms, control valves, cables, motors,

access and interact with assets in a safe

generators) that are integral to the safe

and compliant manner.

and compliant operation of our wells,

Reliability Engineer
Working with plant and equipment
across the business, reliability engineers
identify opportunities for improving
plant/equipment condition and longevity,

gathering network, pipelines and plants.
Electrical/instrumentation and electrical
engineers will also provide technical
advice and support to ensure that
systems and equipment are periodically
function tested, provide input into new

improving and managing maintenance

projects and upgrades and solve issues

regimes and spares inventory to achieve

that may arise from the day-to-day

the best outcomes for the business.

operations of our assets.

Reliability engineers also understand the
reasons for failures and malfunctions.

Depending on business requirements

This ensures that lessons are learned,

we may hire into other engineering

and that availability and reliability targets

disciplines in operations. Check in with

are achieved and optimised.

us each year to confirm.
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PETROLEUM engineering
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At Origin, we define petroleum engineering to include
the specialised areas of reservoir engineering and
production engineering. The scope of work to be expected
is dependent on the discipline selected. However, as a
general statement, petroleum engineers are responsible
for understanding and modelling the subsurface and
ensuring the maximum recovery of petroleum resources.

Production Engineer

Reservoir engineer

Engineers that manage sufficient well

Engineers that guide and deliver sound

availability through the scoping of

reservoir management and analysis in

well interventions, failure analysis,

addition to creating analytical forecast

and implementation of initiatives that

models for wells with a high level

directly influence well performance

of accuracy using specific reservoir

and longevity. Production engineers

engineering principles and modelling

are also pivotal to planning and

software. Reservoir engineers manage

surveillance, diagnosis and remediation

data and field development plans,

planning, and the identification and

constantly analysing to optimise

implementation of new technologies all

petroleum recovery with minimal

focused on the efficient extraction of

environmental impact.

the petroleum resource.

Ming
Graduate
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drilling and completions
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The wells that we drill and complete are an integral part of our business, providing
a conduit for hydrocarbons to flow from the reservoir to surface where they can be
processed and sold. Drilling and completions engineers meet the demand for this
resource by safely and efficiently delivering quality wells as a clean and reliable energy
source for the benefit of our stakeholders, including the communities in which we operate.

drilling engineer

field Engineer

Drilling engineers are responsible for

On a fly in/fly out roster, field engineers

creating and reviewing various drilling

are based right in the middle of the

Completions and workover engineers

designs and procedures, including

action in south-west Queensland,

are responsible for providing initial

vertical, deviated and horizontal well

onsite at one of Origin’s field offices.

completion designs to recently drilled

designs. They are responsible for

They have the opportunity to be exposed

wells, and reparation or changes to

developing cost estimates for upcoming

to Origin’s front line operations including

the completion designs to ensure

projects and managing performance

organising, coordinating and supervising

maximum efficiency is always achieved.

of the rig as the well programs are

work. They work across all areas of

Engineers also have the opportunity

executed. As the engineer in charge

drilling, completions, stimulation and

to take responsibility for a completions

of drilling operations, the drilling

workovers, and engage with operations

and workover rig and provide them

engineer works daily with the wellsite

and field delivery. Like all disciplines,

with detailed work packages and

representative, and other disciplines, to

the role provides many opportunities to

engineering support.

ensure smooth and efficient operations.

show innovation to improve efficiency
and drive cost saving initiatives with the
use of new technology or creative ideas.

Completions &
Workover Engineer
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commercial
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The commercial department works across multiple disciplines
within the organisation to drive the creation, protection and
delivery of value for the business. Rotations will generally
require a high level of analytical capability, the ability to
build relationships, and sound commercial acumen.

trading & delivery

commercial operations

joint ventures

strategy & planning

The trading and delivery department

The commercial operations team is

The joint ventures team manages

The strategy and planning team looks at

is responsible for the day-to-day

responsible for managing the sales and

Origin’s interests in any arrangements

the long term strategic direction of Origin’s

management and trading of the APLNG

associated contracts of APLNG joint

that exist between upstream oil and

Integrated Gas business. This team analyses

joint venture’s extensive gas portfolio

venture’s gas and electricity portfolio.

gas asset operators and their joint

the value and exposure presented by

within the East Coast market. Graduates

The team focuses on creating and

venture partners. Graduates will learn

opportunities and risks to the organisation,

rotating through the trading and delivery

protecting value through completing

to operate and interpret complex

making recommendations on projects and

team will learn the complexities of real

detailed portfolio planning, developing

long term contractual agreements,

capital allocation. The team focuses on how

time portfolio management within the

and executing marketing strategies and

manage the obligations within these

to make Origin as profitable as possible

domestic energy market. This includes

managing existing customer contracts.

contracts and have the opportunity

over a long term time horizon. Graduate

ensuring that supply balances with

Graduates will learn how to assess the

to develop relationships with external

rotations in this team will develop strong

domestic and international demand on

value of new transactions, interpret

business partners. Many activities are

analytical skills and gain an understanding

a real time basis by managing daily gas

energy/market fundamentals and to

analytical in nature and require high

of financial and economic modelling to

flows within a complex pipeline network.

effectively manage contracts.

attention to detail.

drive business decisions.
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Origin [X]

BACK TO CONTENTS

[X] is Integrated Gas’s intelligence
function, the innovation strategic
pillar of Integrated Gas. [X] aims
to open up and connect Origin’s
challenges, assets and people to
the best brains, practices and
technologies available world-wide by
constantly scouting and establishing
a network of value add partners.
[X] is dedicated to the cultural and
digital transformation of Origin
and the delivery of massive benefits
through a positive and engaging
new way of working at Origin.

Working within the [X] team, your challenge will be to:
• Identify opportunities to safely maximize the
productivity of our existing assets, develop existing
reserves, unlock and find future resources via data
science, rapid prototyping and new technologies.
• Help Origin provide sustainable solutions and
reduce related water treatment costs via data
science, rapid field trials, innovative usages for
CSG water and new technologies.
• Support Origin’s power cost reduction via data
science, advanced market understanding, renewables,
energy storage, smart grid and new technologies.
• Leverage our data to draw insights or propose
automation projects to optimise productivity,
reduce cost and improve value of our gas projects. 
• Propose creative and effective tools and processes
to enable mobility, enjoyment, productivity,
innovation and collaboration.

As a graduate, you will be engaged in agile teams and

• Implement systems to drastically enhance Origin’s

involved in the implementation of new and innovative

logistics approaches, optimise people and things

collaboration tools. You will research potential solutions

movement to reduce exposure to risks and cost

to some of Origin’s highest value problems, explore

innovation and collaboration.

relevant technologies, support rapid iterative trials
and engage with third-party academia, innovators,
entrepreneurs and with technology and service providers.

LEARN MORE ABOUT [X]
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HEAR FROM OUR GRADUATES

“Origin gives us exposure to energy
retailing and the renewables sector,
as well as experiences beyond
the day-to-day.”
MARCO, ORIGIN GRADUATE

hear from our graduates

BACK TO CONTENTS

The Origin Graduate Program will
benefit your career and personal
development in all sorts of ways.
Hear first hand what our graduates
love about the program.

ALEX ON ROTATION OPTIONS

MARCO ON PERSONAL GROWTH

“One thing that makes Origin’s program particularly

“The Origin Foundation is a really big thing here

unique is that the rotation structure is not too

at Origin. And being able to volunteer your time

‘set’. So if you’re in a drilling and completions role

– everyone is supportive of that. It gives you

like mine, there are opportunities for you to rotate

experiences that are beyond the day-to-day job

through other parts of the business as well – to

that you have, and gives you more development

really choose your own adventure.”

as a human being as well.”

HEAR FROM alex

HEAR FROM marco
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hear from our graduates
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OLIVER ON ONSITE EXPERIENCE

RAASHI ON PEOPLE & RELATIONSHIPS

MARITA ON MENTORSHIP

“They don’t pigeonhole you in the grad program.

“I love the challenge, I love the people I work with,

“What I like most is the variety and how much you

During the first two weeks of on-boarding for the

I love my team and I love the support that you get

actually learn – it’s on the job learning. Working

graduates, we went out for three days to some of the

– your manager is always going to be there for you.

day-by-day, people always ask me if there’s

sites which was amazing. You learn a lot because you’re

There is a lot of support within your team, as well

something I want to catch up on. I feel like I have

out there with project managers and survey managers,

as from the graduate committee. You really feel like

mentors everywhere and it’s really good.”

and you can ask them anything. As usual, everyone is

you’re having fun and working at the same time.”

happy to help and educate you!”

HEAR FROM OLIVER

HEAR FROM RAASHI

HEAR FROM MARITA
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WORKING AT ORIGIN

“Australia’s leading energy retailer is...
an attractive place to work, featuring
up to 13 weeks of paid maternity and
adoption leave as well as three to
12 months for sabbaticals. Origin also
supports flexibility in all roles, not
just those in the corporate office.”
LINKEDIN TOP COMPANIES 2017

Origin benefits

At Origin, you will
experience a learning
journey like no other,
working across a range
of disciplines, experiences
and projects. As a
permanent employee of
Origin you can enjoy a
range of benefits that will
enhance your life inside
and outside of work.

Learn More

BACK TO CONTENTS

Flexible work

Wellbeing

financial

With many varied roles across Origin,

It’s really important that our teams

As well as your remuneration package,

we understand not everyone can work

and their families are supported.

we offer financial rewards based on

9 to 5. When you start with us, have a

your role and your contribution.

chat with your manager about what we

1. Care and assurance plan

For being part of the Origin team,

can do to support your needs.

2. Employee assistance program

we offer our employees a great deal

3. Eldercare

on electricity and natural gas.

1. Parental leave
2. Purchase extra leave
3. Part-time work

4. Working parents program
1. Remuneration and incentive
payments

4. Career breaks of 3-12 months

2. Employee share plan

5. Off-site work

3. Employee referral program

6. Job sharing

4. Salary sacrifice
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APPLICATIONS

What you will gain is an integrated
experience that will set you up to
hit the ground running. Here’s how
to get started.

how to apply

There are number of
avenues you can take to
apply for our Graduate
Program. Our student
programs are the main
pathways to our Graduate
Program. You can also
apply online. Here’s how.

BACK TO CONTENTS

apply online

Video interview

online testing

Keep an eye out each year and apply

If your initial application is successful

When you are invited to take part in

directly through our career page.

we will organise to hold a video

our assessment centre, we will send you

interview in the first instance.

a few online assessments to complete
prior to the day.

assessment centre

pre-employment checks

job offer

Our assessment centres run over a

All applicants will be contacted and

If successful, we will give you a bunch

whole day of fun! Be prepared to get

informed of their individual outcome.

of information and invite you to

involved in some innovative tasks,

If successful, we will ask you to

start with us in the February of your

interviews and get to know our team!

complete some mandatory pre-

respective year with the rest of your

This is your opportunity to interview

employment checks.

cohort. Welcome!

us as well!
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what we’re looking for
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Education

experiences

Personal Attributes

• Tertiary qualification in

• Academic achievement and

• Excellent communication skills

a specialised discipline

Competencies

technical knowledge (through

• Enthusiastic and highly motivated

university and/or work

• Team focussed

experience)

• Motivated with high energy levels

• Leadership demonstrated

• Strong presentation skills

• Problem solving

through extracurricular activities

• Ability to lead a project

• Time management

(e.g. sports, clubs, societies)

• Willingness to take ownership

• Listening

• Leadership demonstrated

• Personal commitment to self

• Creativity

through university and/or work

development – actively working to

• Interpersonal skills

experience

improve yourself and understanding

• Planning

that different situations and

• Drive for results

levels call for different skills and
approaches
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Your success starts here.
2018 Applications are now closed

